WEAKLY COMPACT OPERATORS ON OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
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Let K be a compact space and C(K) be the commutative B*-algebra of all complex valued continuous functions on K, then Grothendieck [3] (also we can see other proofs in [2] ) proved the following remarkable properties:
(I) An arbitrary bounded operator of C{K) into a weakly sequentially complete Banach space is weakly compact.
(II) If T is a weakly compact operator of C(K) into a Banach space, then T maps weakly fundamental sequences into strongly convergent sequences.
On the other hand, let M be a ΫP*-algebra and M* be the associated space of M (namely, the dual of M* is M (cf. [8] )) then the author [7] noticed that the Banach space M* is weakly sequentially complete. Therefore, the above Grothendieck's theorems are applicable in the theory of operator algebras.
In this note, we shall show some applications, and state some related problems. PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a 5*-algebra, E an abstract L-space, T be a bounded operator of A into E, then T is weakly compact.
Proof. Let Γ* be the dual of T, then Γ* is a bounded operator on the dual E* of E to the dual A* of A; E* is a Banach space of type C(K) (cf. [5] ) and the second dual A** of A is a W*-algebra (cf. [9] ), so that A* is the associated space of a T7*-algebra; hence A* is weakly sequentially complete; therefore Γ* is weakly compact, so that by the well-known theorem, T is weakly compact. This completes the proof. Now we shall show some applications.
1. Let G be a locally compact group, L\G) be the Banach space of all complex valued integrable functions on G with respect to a left, invariant Haar measure μ and L\G) be the Banach space of all complex valued square integrable functions on G with respect to μ. Under the convolutions (denoted by "*"), L\G) is a Banach algebra.
On the other hand, for feL\G) and geL 2 Proof. Let R(G) be the uniform closure of the set {L f \ f e L\G)} in the B*-algebra B of all bounded operators on L\G), then R{G) is a J5*-algebra; since T is spectrally continuous, it can be uniquely extended to a bounded operator T of R(G) into L\G); by Proposition 1, f is weakly compact; let S be the unit sphere of R(G); since \\L f \\ Î l/Hx for feL\G), L\G)[]S contains the unit sphere of L\G)\ therefore the set {Th\he L\G), ||fc||i ^ 1} is relatively weakly compact in L\G)', this implies that T is weakly compact as an operator on L\G).
Since T commutes with all right translations, by the theorem of Wendel [10] , there is a bounded Radon measure v such that Thv*h for heL 1 (G) ; let / be an element of L\G), then the mapping h __> (y*y)** (/*!;)*/& on L\G) is weakly compact, where (/*y)*(#) = p(x)f^v(x~1), and dμ(x~1) = p(x)dβ{x) for xeG; hence the mappinĝ -^{(/* i; ) >iί *(/* i; )}*{(/ >iίί; ) ϊiί *(/* i; )}*^ is strongly compact (cf. Cor 3.7 in [2] ).
Put flr = {(/*v)**(/*y)}*{(/*^)**(/*i;)}, then g belongs to L\G). Let Si be the unit sphere of L 1 (G), then g*S λ is relatively strongly compact in L\G), so that the set {(#*/)* -/**#* \fe SJ is also so; hence S τ *g* is relatively strongly compact; let {v a } aeπ be a fundamental family of compact neighborhoods at a point s of G and let {fallen be a family of continuous positive functions on G such that the support of f a is contained in v a and I f oύ {x)dx = 1, then the directed set {f a *g*} converges to sg* in the ZZ-norm, where sg*(x) = g l¥ (s~1x)\ therefore the set {sg* | s e G} is relatively strongly compact. Now suppose that H^Hi^O, then it is enough to assume that 110*11! = !. There is a finite set fag*, s 2 g*, , s n g*} where
, n) such that inf \\sg* -8$* ||χ < 1/2 for all s e G.
On the other hand, let C be a compact subset of G such that
for i = 1, 2, , w, and s be an element of G such that s g CC" 1 , then s^C Π C = (0); therefore
This is a contradiction; hence g* -0, so that g -f*v = 0; since / is an arbitrary element of L\G), v = 0, so that T = 0. This completes the proof.
2. At first we shall show PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a weakly sequentially complete B*-algebra, then A is finite dimensional.
Proof. It is enough to assume that A has unit. Let C be a maximal abelian *-subalgebra of A, then C is a Banach space of type C(K) and weakly sequentially complete; by the Grothendieck's theorem, the identity mapping T on C is weakly compact, so that Γ 2 = T is strongly compact on C (cf. Cor 3.7 in [2] ); hence C is finite-dimensional. Therefore there is a finite family of mutually orthogonal projections (e u e 2 , *-,e n ) by which C is linearly spanned; by the maximality of C, βiAβi (ί = 1, 2, , n) is one-dimensional. For any x, y e A, there is a complex number λ^cc, 2/) such that e i y*xe ί = X^x, y)βϊ, clearly X^x, x) ^ 0, and if X^x, x) = 0, xe { = 0; moreover || xe { || = || e^xβi || 1/2 = λ^x, x) 1/2 ; therefore a Banach subspace Aβi of A is a hilbert space; since A = Σ?=i^-e ;> -^ is reflexive, so that A is a reflexive W* -algebra; since all irreducible *-representations of A are ^-continuous, A is of type I; since the center of A is finitedimensional, A is a direct sum of a finite family of type /-factors (A lf A 2 , , A m ); since A 3 can be considered the algebra of all bounded operators on a hilbert space ί)j for j = 1, 2, , m, the reflexivity of Aj implies the finite-dimensionality of ί) 5 Since f>*-algebras are Banach spaces which have many analogous properties with C(K); therefore it is very natural to ask whether the theorems of Grothendieck are positive in j?*-algebras.
We have no solution for the property (I); here we shall show that the property (II) is negative, and show an application.
A negative example. Let B(i}) be the 5*-algebra of all bounded operators on an infinite dimensional hilbert space ϊj, and e be an onedimensional projection on ί), then the Banach subspace B(ί))e of B(fy T is isometric to ΐ) [cf. [7] ]; therefore the mapping x > xe of I?(ΐ)) into B(ί))e is weakly compact; the unit sphere S of B(t))e is weakly compact in B(ΐ)); therefore if J5(E)) satisfies the property (II), TS = S is strongly compact, so that B(fye is finite-dimensional, a contradiction.
Concerning the property (I), we can notice that many operators satisfy the property (I).
For instance, let A be a ί?*-algebra, A* the dual of A. For x, aeA and feA* 9 put (Laf)(x)=f(ax) and (Raf)(x) = f(xa); we can T S consider bounded operators a ^Raf, a > Laf of A into A*, then T and £> are weakly compact (cf. [8] 
Proof. It is enough to show that A is not topologically isomorphic to C(Ω). Suppose that A is topologically isomorphic to C(Ω), then there is an isomorphism T of A onto C(Ω).
Take the second dual T** of T, the T** gives an isomorphism of A** onto C(J2)**; A** is a W* -algebra and C(β)** is a Banach space of type C(K); since â representation of A can be uniquely extended to a ^-continuous *-representation of A** (cf. [8] ), A** has an infinite dimensional irreducible W*-representation; hence there is a central projection z of A** such that A**z is a factor of type /«,; from the above negative example, A**z has not the property (II); on the other hand, since A** = A**zξBA** (l-z) , where 1 is the unit of A**, C(β)** -T**(A**z) + T**(A**(1 -s)); since T**(A**z) has the closed complement subspace in C(Ω)**, T**(A**z) has the property (II), so that A**z has the property (II). This is a contradiction, and completes the proof. Proof. Suppose that F is topologically isomorphic to E, then F* is topologically isomorphic to E*. This is a contradiction.
REMARK. Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 imply that the above mentioned jB*-algebras or associated spaces (for instance, the i?*-algebrâ of all compact operators on an infinite dimensional hilbert space, the i?*-algebra B(fy) of all bounded operators on an infinite dimensional hilbert space ί), the JS*-algebra R(G) corresponding to all non-almost periodic locally compact groups, and all TΓ*-factor with an exception of type I n (n < +co) and their associated spaces) are not topologically contained in the classes of the so-called classical Banach Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should by typewritten (double spaced), and on submission, must be accompanied by a separate author's resume. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, L. J. Paige at the University of California, Los Angeles 24, California. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
